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The WTR 1000 focuses exclusively on trademark practice and has �rmly established itself as the de�nitive 'go-to' resource for those seeking

world-class legal trademark expertise.
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A & K Metaxopoulos & Partners takes full advantage of its 65 years of experience in intellectual property to “instil

con�dence in clients in the face of complex legal disputes. With a tailored service, the out�t secures optimal

trademark protection, utilising a methodical approach to present key risks and solutions in a clear manner to clients

and fellow counsel. Overall, the practice seeks to attain the best outcome and ensure a positive experience for

patrons.” Playing a pivotal role in the �rm’s success is managing partner Kriton Metaxopoulos, who spearheads the

department. He leverages immense IP and commercial expertise to represent local and global players in big-ticket

litigation disputes with cross-border features. Of WTR 1000 newcomer Marilena Nikolaraki, a patron enthuses:

“Brilliant, precise, proactive and skilled, Marilena perfectly combines her knowledge of Greek law and those of other

jurisdictions to forecast the best possible outcome of any legal action with reference to costs, deadlines and risks.

She is a superb partner for coordinating complex matters involving multiple countries.”
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In-depth analytics for law �rm performance

WTR 1000 Analytics tracks the global legal industry to provide you accurate analysis of the �rm's performance. Harness deep

data, customizable tools and expert insight to guide strategy, streamline decision-making, and accelerate your business

generation.
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